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 Fertilization Design Expert 





Fertilizer has played a pivotal role in increasing agricultural production in Egypt, more so 
in developing nations, where the population growth rate has outstripped all other growth 
rates. 
 
The increasing fertilizer demand, its cost and may be, at times its scarce availability 
throws up many problems pertaining to making available the right quality of the  
fertilizers to the farmers. Farmers are not in a position to examine the quality of fertilizers 
at the dealers point. 
 
Adulterated fertilizers can cause serious damage to the soil and crops. The quality of 
fertilizers cannot be checked after its application and, therefore it has to be ensured, prior 
to its application and farmers need to be protected from any malpractice. Simultaneously, 
manufacturers have to be protected against under harassment at the hands of enforcement 
machinery or unscrupulous dealers. 
 
Optimum fertilization management is the judicious application of fertilizers to meet the 
crop nutrient requirement without starving the crop nor adding excessive nutrients. 
 
The purpose of this system is to present a generic fertilization design for crops. This 
system have been applied on grapes and mango. There are some parameters depend on 
the crop, these parameters are gathered in Appendix A. 
 
This document contains seven sections and one appendixes. Section one provides a 
description of the goal of fertilization scheduling problem. The domain knowledge, 
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inference knowledge and task knowledge for the fertilization scheduling problem  are 
described in  section  two, three, and four respectively. Section five describes the 
fertilization user interface design. Section six describes the fertilization test cases. 
Appendix A included the knowledge dependent on the crop.   
 
2. Domain Knowledge  
2.1 Ontology 
2.1.1 Plantation Ontology 
concept plantation; 
 properties :  
     no_of_trees:  INTEGER, %ناﺪﻔﻟﺎﺑ رﺎﺠﺷﻻا دﺪﻋ 
    NUMBER-RANGE(1,1000), 
    SOURCE(D.B.) 
SINGLE 
NECESSARY. 
                                      long: REAL %ﻪﻋارﺰﻟا تﺎﻓﺎﺴﻣ 
    NUMBER_RANGE(2,8) 
    SOURCE(D.B.) 
    SINGLE. 
                                                         NECESSARY. 
 
                                       Width : REAL %ﻪﻋارﺰﻟا تﺎﻓﺎﺴﻣ 
    NUMBER_RANGE(2,8) 
    SOURCE(D.B.) 
    SINGLE. 
                                                 NECESSAR 
 
                                         area:  REAL, % ﺪﻔﻟﺎﺑ ﻪﺣﺎﺴﻤﻟانا  
    NUMBER-RANGE(1,2000), 
    SOURCE(D.B.) 
SINGLE 
          date : DATE, 
    SOURCE(D.B.) 
                                                         SINGLE 
                                                         NECESSARY. 
   
    Irrigation_system: NOMINAL, 
    VALUE-LIST(  شر ,ﺮﻤﻏ ,ﻂﻴﻘﻨﺗ )                                                                           




                                      Pl_d: REAL %distance between plants 
    NUMBER_RANGE(2,8) 
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    SOURCE(Derived(Expand plant distance)) 
    SINGLE. 
                                                         NECESSARY. 
 
 
2.1.1.1  Soil Concept 
 
concept soil; 
 properties :  
 
  texture: NOMINAL, 
                                                        VALUE-LIST(clay, clay_loam, coarse_sand,  
                                                                     gravely, heavy_clay, loam, sand,  
                                                                    sandy_clay_loam, sandy_loam,  
                                                                    sily_clay, sily_clay_loam, sily_loam), 
    SOURCE(D.B.) 
SINGLE. 
 
   type: NOMINAL, 
VALUE-LIST(ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ, ﻪﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ, ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ), 
    SOURCE(derived, (relation(Expand case description))), 
                                                         SINGLE 
 
2.1.1.2 Plant Concept 
concept plant ; 
 properties :  
     status:  NOMINAL, %ﺮﻤﺜﻣ وا ﺚیﺪﺣ رﺎﺠﺷﻻا ﻪﻟﺎﺣ 
    VALUE-LIST([ﺚیﺪﺣ,ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ,ﺮﻤﺜﻣ]), 




     variety:  NOMINAL, % 
    VALUE-LIST([ ةرﺎﻨﺴﺑ ىﺪﻨه ,ىﺮیﺎﺑ ,ﺲﻥﻮﻔﻟا ,ﺲﻥﺎﻣورأ, نﻼﻴﺱ1 ,   
                                                                        ﺞﻥﻮﻟ ,ﺔآوﺮﺒﻣ ,ﻰآﻮﻤﻴﻠآرﻮﻠﻴﺝ ,ﺲیﻮﻋ,رﻮﺜﻟا ﺐﻠﻗ,ﻩﺪﺑذ    
                                                                   نﻼﻴﺱ 
                                                             ,ﺎﺷﺎﺑ ﻰﻟاو ,سرﺎﻨﺑ اﺮﺠﻥﻻ ,ﺔﺻﺎﺧ ىﺪﻨه , رﻮﻤﻴﺗ ,ﻚﺴﻣ ,ﻢﻠﻴﻥ ,  
                                                              ىدﻮﻤﺤﻣ ,ﺔﻴﻥﺎﺑﻮآ ,ةزﻮﻟا ﺔﺒﻗر ,ﺖﺱﺮﺠﺱ ,نﻼآ ىﺮﺠﻓ ,ﺔﺸﺑد ,ﺖﻴآ         
                                                                       ]) 
    SOURCE(D.B.) 
SINGLE. 
 
   Variety_type:  NOMINAL, %ﺮﻤﺜﻣ وا ﺚیﺪﺣ رﺎﺠﺷﻻا ﻪﻟﺎﺣ 
   VALUE-LIST(ﻩﺮﻜﺒﻣ,ﻪﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ  ,ﻩﺮﺧﺄﺘﻣ ]), 
     SOURCE(derived,relation(Expand case description)) 
SINGLE 
NECESSARY. 
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                            age:  REAL, %ﻪﻨﺴﻟﺎﺑ ﺮﻤﻌﻟا 
    NUMBER-RANGE(1,2000), 
    SOURCE(derived, function(Age_f)) 
SINGLE 
 
2.1.1.3 farm Concept 
 
concept farm ; 
 properties :  
    type:  NOMINAL,  
   VALUE-LIS([حﻮﺘﻔﻣ ﻞﻘﺣ]), 




  crop: NOMINAL, 
                                                        VALUE-LIST(‘ﻮﺠﻥﺎﻣ),                
                                              SOURCE(D.B.) 
    SINGLE. 
 
2.1.1.4 Irrigation Concept 
concept irrigation; 
 properties : 
   Leaching_requirement: Real;, 
                        SOURCE(Derived(function(Leaching Requirement_f))) 
                                     SINGLE 
                                     NECESSARY. 
2.1.1.5 session Concept 
concept session; 
 properties : 
    Month: integer;, 
    SOURCE(Derived) 
                                                         SINGLE 
                                                         NECESSARY. 
    day: integer;, 
    SOURCE(Derived) 
                                                         SINGLE 
                                                         NECESSARY. 
    range_day: nominal ;, 
    SOURCE(Derived) 
                                                         SINGLE 
                                                         NECESSARY. 
    number_days_per_period: integer;, 
    SOURCE(Derived) 
                                                         SINGLE 
                                                         NECESSARY. 
 






2.1.2 EtCrop Ontology 
 
Concept EtCRop; 
      Properties: 
           Growth stage: real,  
  Nominal, 
   SOURCE(Derived),%irrigation schedule 
 
2.1.3 Water Requirement Ontology 
 
Concept Water Requirement; 
      Properties: 
                        wr_m3_f_period: real,  
  NUMBER-RANGE(0;1000), 
   SOURCE(Derived),%irrigation schedule 
 
2.1.4 Frequency Ontology 
 
Concept Frequency; 
      Properties: 
             value: real,  
 NUMBER-RANGE(0;1000), 
 SOURCE(Derived), %irrigation schedule 
2.1.5 Fertilizer Ontology 
 
concept  fertilizer; 
 properties: 
 Fertilizer-used  : NOMINAL;%  
   SOURCE(USER) 
VALUE-LIST([  ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ,ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ]) 
 
                   N-NA : REAL;    %   ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ/ناﺪﻓ-ﺮﻬﺷ  ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو  
    SOURCE(Derived 
                                                                (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE )) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
              N_UR : REAL;   %   ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ/ناﺪﻓ-ﺮﻬﺷ  ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو  
    SOURCE(Derived 
                                                                (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE )) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
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             N-AN  : REAL;  %   ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ/ناﺪﻓ-ﺮﻬﺷ  ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو  
    SOURCE(Derived 
                                                                (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE )) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
              N-AS : REAL;  %   ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ/ناﺪﻓ-ﺮﻬﺷ  ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو  
    SOURCE(Derived 
                                                                (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE )) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
              N-CN : REAL;  %   ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ/ناﺪﻓ-ﺮﻬﺷ  ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو  
    SOURCE(Derived 
                                                                (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE )) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
               K2O-KS: REAL;  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ/ناﺪﻓ-ﺮﻬﺷ  ا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣوﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟ   
    SOURCE(Derived 
                                                                (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE )) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
              K2O-KL : REAL;  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ/ناﺪﻓ-ﺮﻬﺷ   تاﺪﺣوﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا   
    SOURCE(Derived 
                                                                (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE )) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
             P2O5-PA  : REAL; % ﻴآماﺮﺝﻮﻠ/ناﺪﻓ-ﺮﻬﺷ  ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو  
    SOURCE(Derived 
                                                                (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE )) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
              NA_Nitric_acid: REAL;    %NA 
                                                             %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
    SOURCE(Derived(CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  UR_Urea  : REAL;            % UR 
                                                             %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
    SOURCE(Derived(CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
   AN_Ammonium_nitrate  : REAL;        %AN 
                                                                                %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
    SOURCE(Derived(CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
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    CARDINALITY :single 
              AS_Ammonium_sulphate: REAL;   %AS 
                                                                           %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
    SOURCE(Derived(CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
             CARDINALITY :single 
 
  CN_Calcium_nitrate  : REAL;   %CN 
                                                                    %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
    SOURCE(Derived(CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
              Ks_potassium_sulphate: REAL;  %Ks 
                                                                       %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
    SOURCE(Derived(CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
              Kl_potassium_chloride : REAL;  %Kl 
                                                                       %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
    SOURCE(Derived(CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
   PA_Phosphoric_acid  : REAL;    %PA 
                                                                     % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ  
    SOURCE(Derived(CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
concept  fertilizer_parameter ; 
 sub_type_of: fertilizer; 
      Properties:  
WRCF : REAL;%  1  or 0 ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻞﻣﺎﻌﻣ 
    SOURCE(DERIVED[table, WRCF_t ]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
  FRCf  : REAL; %N or 0.0 ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ ﻞﻣﺎﻌﻣ 
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, FRCf_f]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
  CWF  : REAL; %m3/f-Pﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟﺎﺑ ىﺮﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ 
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, CWF_f]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 CWF_total  : REAL; %m3/f-Pﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟﺎﺑ ىﺮﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ 
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    SOURCE(DERIVED)% task knowledge: sum of CWF 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  No_Irr_Per_Week  : REAL; %ﺎﻴﻋﻮﺒﺱأ  ىﺮﻟا تاﺮﻣ  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, No_Irr_Per_Week_f]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  LCF_ rate_use_m  : REAL; %    ﺎیﺮﻬﺷ  ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ﺮﺘﻠﻟﺎﺑ ماﺪﺨﺘﺱﻹا لﺪﻌﻣ 
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, LCF_ rate_use_m_f]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  LCF_ m3_L  : REAL; %     ﻢﺱ مﺪﺨﺘﺴﻤﻟا ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟا/ﺮﺘﻟ  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, LCF_ m3_L_f]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  LCF_rate_use_m_Total  : REAL; % task knowledge: sum of  
                                                                                     LCF_ rate_use_m 
    SOURCE(DERIVED) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
             Ferts_P   : REAL;% ﻩﺮﺘﻓ ﻞآ ﻰﻓ ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا تاﺮﻣ دﺪﻋ 
    SOURCE([relation, Ferts_P_r) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
SCF_Kg_f_F : REAL;%   % ﻢﺠآ ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ/ﻩﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻠﻟ  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[ 
                                     CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE ]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
concept  fertilizer_concentration_in_water;% ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا ﺰﻴآﺮﺗﺮﺘﻠﻟا ﻰﻓ ماﺮﺠﻴﻠﻤﻟﺎﺑ ىﺮﻟا ﻩﺎﻴﻣ ﻰﻓ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا  
 sub_type_of: fertilizer; 
      Properties:  
N : REAL; 
    SOURCE(DERIVED[table, fertilizer_concentration_t ]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
  P2O5  : REAL;  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, fertilizer_concentration_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
  K2O  : REAL;  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, fertilizer_concentration_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
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    CARDINALITY :single 
 
  concentrate_n  : REAL;  % ﻠﻟا ﻰﻓ ماﺮﺠﻴﻠﻣ ىﺮﻟا ﻩﺎﻴﻣ ﻰﻓ ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟاﻦﻴﺝوﺮﺘﻴﻨﻠﻟ ﺮﺘ  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, fertilizer_concentration_f]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
                                         
 
 
concept  Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade;%LCFﻞﺋﺎﺴﻟا ﺐآﺮﻤﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا ﺔﺒﺗر  
 sub_type_of: fertilizer; 
      Properties:  
Lcf_N : REAL; 
                              SOURCE(DERIVED[table, Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
  Lcf_P2O5  : REAL;  
                     SOURCE(DERIVED[table, Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
  Lcf_K2O  : REAL;  
                      SOURCE(DERIVED[table, Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
              LCF_ cm3_l : REAL;% ﺐﻌﻜﻣ ﻢﺱ مﺪﺨﺘﺴﻤﻟا ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟا/ﺮﺘﻟ  
    SOURCE(Derived(CLACULATE LCF)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
              LCF_ rate_use_m : REAL;% L/f-m ﺎیﺮﻬﺷ  ﺮﺘﻠﻟا ماﺪﺨﺘﺱﻻا لﺪﻌﻣ/ناﺪﻓ  
    SOURCE(Derived(CLACULATE LCF)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
              LCF_rate_use_f_F : REAL; %L/f-F  ﻩﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻠﻟ  ﺮﺘﻠﻟا ماﺪﺨﺘﺱﻻا لﺪﻌﻣ/ناﺪﻓ    
    SOURCE(Derived(CLACULATE LCF)) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
concept  soild_compund_fertilizer_grade;%SCF ﺐآﺮﻤﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا ﺔﺒﺗر ﺐﻠﺼﻟا  
 sub_type_of: fertilizer; 
      Properties:  
Scf_grade : REAL; 
   SOURCE(DERIVED[table, Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade_t ]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
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    CARDINALITY :single 
concept  N ; 
 sub_type_of: fertilizer; 
      Properties:  
   N_factor : :REAL;  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[table, N_factor_t ]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
   
    N_ ppm_stage: :REAL;  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[table,N_ ppm_stage_t ]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
    Nr_g_f_irr: :REAL;  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function, Nr_g_f_irr_f]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
    N_kg: :REAL;  
               SOURCE(derived)%sum of Nr_g_f_irr(task knowledge) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
    N_ppm: :REAL;  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function,N_ppm_f ]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
    N_As: :REAL;  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function,N_As_f ])%g/tree 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
    Nitrogen_needed: :REAL;  
    SOURCE(DERIVED[function,Nitrogen_needed_f ]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
                              Na_ratio:{0} 
 
concept  p2o5; 
 sub_type_of: fertilizer; 
      Properties:   
   Ratio_of_p2o5 :REAL 
    SOURCE(Table, Ratio_of_fertilizer_t) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
concept  k2o; 
 sub_type_of: fertilizer; 
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      Properties:   
   Ratio_of_ k2o :REAL 
   SOURCE(Table, Ratio_of_fertilizer_t) 
   NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
   CARDINALITY :single 
concept  nitric_acid ; 
 sub_type_of: N; 
      Properties: percentage  
               : REAL;  %    
   N_ percentage :{15} 
                              Na_ratio:{0} 
concept  urea ; 
 sub_type_of: N; 
      Properties: percentage  
               : REAL;  %    
   N_ percentage :{15} 
                              Ur_ratio:{25} 
 
concept  ammonium_nitrate ; 
 sub_type_of: N; 
      Properties: percentage  
   N_ percentage :{15} 
                              An_ratio:{75} 
concept  ammonium_sulphate ; 
 sub_type_of: N; 
      Properties: percentage  
               : REAL;  %    
   N_ percentage :{15} 
                              As_percentage:{20.6} 
                              As_ratio:{0} 
concept  calcium_nitrate  ; 
 sub_type_of: N; 
      Properties:  
   N_ percentage :{15} 
                              Cn_ratio:{0} 
concept  potassium_sulphate; 
 sub_type_of: k2o; 
      Properties:  
   Ks_ percentage :{40} 
                              Ks_ratio:{100} 
concept  potassium_chloride; 
 sub_type_of: k2o; 
      Properties: percentage  
               : REAL;  %    
   Kl_ percentage :{62} 
                               Kl_ratio:{0} 
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concept  Phosphoric_acid  ; 
 sub_type_of: p2o5; 
      Properties: percentage  
               : REAL;  %    
   P2O5 _ percentage :{45} 
                               Pa_ratio:{100} 
concept  fertilizer_schedule; 
 sub_type_of: fertilizer; 
 properties: 
 Lcf_N : REAL; 
    SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
  Lcf_P2O5  : REAL;  
  SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  Lcf_K2O  : REAL;  
  SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 concentrate_n: REAL;  %ﻦﻴﺝوﺮﺘﻴﻨﻠﻟ ﺮﺘﻠﻟا ﻰﻓ ماﺮﺠﻴﻠﻣ ىﺮﻟا ﻩﺎﻴﻣ ﻰﻓ ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟا 
  SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 concentrate_K2O: REAL;  %مﻮﻴﺱﺎﺗﻮﺒﻠﻟ ﺮﺘﻠﻟا ﻰﻓ ماﺮﺠﻴﻠﻣ ىﺮﻟا ﻩﺎﻴﻣ ﻰﻓ ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟا  
  SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
Scf_grade : REAL; 
  SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
 Nutrient_used_N: REAL; ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﻦﻴﺝوﺮﺘﻨﻠﻟ ﻪیدﺎﻤﺴﻟا تﺎﻓﺎﺿﻻا /ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ-ةﺮﺘﻓ  
  SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
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  Nutrient_used_p2o5 : REAL; ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ رﻮﻔﺴﻔﻠﻟ ﻪیدﺎﻤﺴﻟا تﺎﻓﺎﺿﻻا/ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ-ةﺮﺘﻓ  
  SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
   CARDINALITY :single 
  Nutrient_used_k2o : REAL; ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ مﻮﻴﺱﺎﺗﻮﺒﻠﻟ ﻪیدﺎﻤﺴﻟا تﺎﻓﺎﺿﻻا /ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ-ةﺮﺘﻓ  
  SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                           CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 Urea: REAL;’ ﺎیرﻮی’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[relation,  
                                               CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  Ammonium_nitrate: REAL; ’ردﺎﺸﻥ تاﺮﺘﻥ ’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[relation,  
                                               CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 Ammonium_sulphate: REAL; ’ردﺎﺸﻥ تﺎﻔﻠﺱ ’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[relation,  
                                               CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  Calcium_nitrate: REAL; ’ﺮﻴﺝ تاﺮﺘﻥ ’’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[relation,  
                                               CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 Phosphoric_acid: REAL; ’ﻚیرﻮﻔﺴﻓ ﺾﻣﺎﺣ ’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[relation,  
                                               CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  potassium_sulphate: REAL; ’مﻮﻴﺱﺎﺗﻮﺑ تﺎﻔﻠﺱ ’’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[relation,                                                                   
                                               CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 organic_manure: REAL; ’ىﻮﻀﻋ دﺎﻤﺱ ’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[table, Agriculture_service_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  Pre_cult_gypsum: REAL; ’ ﻪﻋارﺰﻟا ﻞﺒﻗ ﻰﻋارز ﺲﺒﺝ ’’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[table, Agriculture_service_t]) 
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    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  Pre_cult_super_ phosphate: REAL; ’ ﻪﻋارﺰﻟا ﻞﺒﻗ تﺎﻔﺱﻮﻓ ﺮﺑﻮﺱ ’’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[table, Agriculture_service_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
  Pre_cult_potassium_sulphate: REAL; ’ ﻪﻋارﺰﻟا ﻞﺒﻗ مﻮﻴﺱﺎﺗﻮﺑ تﺎﻔﻠﺱ ’’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[table, Agriculture_service_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 Pre_cult_ammonium_sulphate: REAL; ’ ﻪﻋارﺰﻟا ﻞﺒﻗ ردﺎﺸﻥ تﺎﻔﻠﺱ ’’ 
    SOURCE(Derived[table, Agriculture_service_t]) 
    NUMBER-RANGE(0,100) 
    CARDINALITY :single 
 
3.1 Domain Models  
3.1.1 Expansion Model 
domain-model : Expansion Model; 
      parts: tuple(Expand plant distance: relation) 
                         (Expand case description: relation), 
( Expand variety type: relation), 
  (Expand farm type : relation), 
                         (age_f:Function) 




a) Expansion Relation 
         %distance_between_plants   
Plantation : pl_d = unknown 
Plantation : long = Long 
Plantation : width = Width 
Expand plant distance 
Plantation : pl_d = =4200/( Long * Width) 
 
                % Soil_type  
 
                 (texture of  soil = “clay; clay loam; silty clay; silty clay loam” 
                        Expand case description 
                           type of  soil  = ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ 
 
    (texture of  soil = “sandy clay; sandy clay loam; silt loam; silty  
                                                            loam” 
            Expand case description 
               type of  soil  = ﻪﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ 
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                    (texture of  soil = “sandy loam; sand; loamy sand” 
Expand case description 
                             type of  soil  = ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ 
 
 % variety_type 
 
       variety of  plant = “ 48 ;ﺞﻥﻮﻟ  نﻼﻴﺱ ةرﺎﻨﺴﺑ ىﺪﻨه ;ىﺮیﺎﺑ ;ﺲﻥﻮﻔﻟا ;ﺲﻥﺎﻣورأ; نﻼﻴﺱ1; ” 
             Expand variety type 
        Variety_type of  plant  = ‘ةﺮﻜﺒﻣ’ 
 
       variety of  plant = ; ﺎﺷﺎﺑ ﻰﻟاو ;سرﺎﻨﺑ اﺮﺠﻥﻻ ;ﺔﺻﺎﺧ ىﺪﻨه ;رﻮﻤﻴﺗ  ﺔآوﺮﺒﻣ     ;ﻰآﻮﻤﻴﻠآرﻮﻠﻴﺝ;  
ﺲیﻮﻋ                                     ;رﻮﺜﻟا ﺐﻠﻗ;ﻩﺪﺑذ  
             Expand variety type 
        Variety_type of  plant  = ‘ﺔﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ’ 
 
 
       variety of  plant = “ ﻚﺴﻣ ;ﻢﻠﻴﻥ ;ىدﻮﻤﺤﻣ ;ﺔﻴﻥﺎﺑﻮآ ;ةزﻮﻟا ﺔﺒﻗر ;ﺖﺱﺮﺠﺱ ;نﻼآ ىﺮﺠﻓ ;ﺔﺸﺑد ;  
                                        ﺖﻴآ” 
             Expand variety type 
             Variety_type of  plant  = ‘ةﺮﺧﺄﺘﻣ’ 
 
 
          crop of  farm = ﻮﺠﻥﺎﻣ 
             Expand farm type 





       age of  plant >= 1 
              Expand plant status 
              status of  plant  = ﺚیﺪﺣ 
 
        age of  plant > 1 
  age of  plant < = 3 
                   Expand plant status 
   status of  plant  = ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ 
  
       age of  plant > 3 
             Expand plant status 
        status of  plant  = ﺮﻤﺜﻣ 
 
b) Expansion Function 
 
Function Description 
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Age_f Plant.age = session.system_date – Plantation.date  
 
 
3.2.2 Nitrogen Needed Model  
 
Domain_model: Nitrogen_Needed_model 
                 Parts:tuple  
                                        (N_factor_t: table) 
                                        (N_ ppm_stage_t: table) 
                                        (Nr_g_f_irr_f: function) 
                                        (N_ppm_f: function) 
                                        (N_As_f: function) 
                                        (Nitrogen_needed_f: function) 
                                        (WRCF_f: function) 
                                        (FRCF_f: function) 
                                        (Leaching Requirement_f: function) 
                                        (CWF_f: function) 
                                        (fertilizer_concentration_t: table) 
                                        (Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade _t: table) 
                                        (LCF_ rate_use_m_f: function) 
                                        (LCF_ m3_L_f: function) 
 
a) Nitrogen Needed Table 
 
N_factor_t    table  N_factor_t   
                                       Input ([plant.status, plant.Variety_type]) 
                                       Output([N..N_factor) 
                                             See Appendix A 
 
N_ ppm_stage_t    table  N_ ppm_stage_t   
                                       Input ([soil.type,plant.status, EtCrop. Growth stage]) 
                                       Output([N. N_ ppm_stage) 
                                            See Appendix A 
 
fertilizer_concentration_t  table  fertilizer_concentration_t 
                      Input ([plant.status, EtCrop. Growth stage]) 
                      Output([fertilizer_concentration_in_water.n,  
                                              fertilizer_concentration_in_water. p2o5, fertilizer_concentration_in_water.k2o]) 
                                        See Appendix A 
 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade _t  table  Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade_t 
                      Input ([soil.type,plant.status, EtCrop. Growth stage]) 
                      Output([Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade.Lcf_n,  
                                              Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade. Lcf_p2o5,  
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                                              Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade.Lcf_k2o, 
                                   soild_compund_fertilizer_grade.Scf_grade]) 
                                         See Appendix A 
 
b) Nitrogen Needed Function 
 
Function  Description 
Nr_g_f_irr_f N. Nr_g_f_irr = (N. N_factor/100)*water_requirement. wr_m3_f_period* 
N.N_ ppm_stage/1000 
N_ppm_f N.N_ppm = N.N_kg *1000/ Plantation.pl_d 
 




N.Nitrogen_needed = (N.N_ppm * plantation.pl_d /1000)-(0.33*( 
plantation.pl_d * N.As/ 1000)* ammonium_sulphate.As_percentage /100)) 
WRCF_f fertilizer_parameter. WRCF= N. Nr_g_f_irr  




Irrigation.Leaching Requirement= 50 
No_Irr_Per_
Week_f 
fertilizer_parameter.No_Irr_Per_Week = 6 
CWF_f fertilizer_parameter.CWF= fertilizer_parameter. WRCF* 
water_requirement. wr_m3_f_period*(1- Irrigation.Leaching Requirement 




fertilizer_parameter .LCF_ rate_use_m = fertilizer_parameter .LCF_ m3_L 




fertilizer_parameter .LCF_ m3_L = fertilizer_concentration_in_water.n /  





3.2.3 Fertilization Model  
 
Domain_model: fertilization model 
                 Parts:tuple  
         (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE:relation) 
       (Ferts_P_r : relation) 
       (CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT : relation) 
   (CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE : relation) 
   (CALCULATE LIQUID FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE : relation) 
               (Agriculture_service_t :table) 
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a) fertilization Relation 
 
%CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE  (N-NA, N-
UR, N-AN, N-AS, N-CN, K2O-KS, K2O-KL, P2O5-PA) 
fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF > 0 
nitric_acid : Na_ratio   = NA_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
    CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : N-NA =  
      (NA_Ratio/100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( CWF /( CWF_total+  
LCF_rate_use_m_Total)); 
 
fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF = 0 
nitric_acid : Na_ratio   = NA_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : N-NA =  
                        (NA_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( WRCF /100)) 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
       
 
fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF > 0 
nitric_acid : Ur_ratio = UR_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : N_UR =  
          (UR_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( CWF /( CWF_total+  
            LCF_ rate_use_m_Total)); 
 
      fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF = 0 
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nitric_acid : Ur_ratio = UR_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer_parameter : N_UR =  
          (UR_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( WRCF /100)) 
  % ا تاﺪﺣوماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟ/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
 
fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF > 0 
ammonium_nitrate: An_ratio = AN_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : N_AN =  
          (AN_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( CWF /( CWF_total+  
           LCF_ rate_use_m_Total)); 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
 
fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF = 0 
ammonium_nitrate: An_ratio = AN_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer_parameter : N_AN =  
          (AN_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( WRCF /100)) 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
 
fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF > 0 
ammonium_sulphate : As_ratio = AS_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
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          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer_parameter : N_AS =  
          (AS_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( CWF /( CWF_total+  
            LCF_ rate_use_m_Total)); 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
 
   fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF = 0 
ammonium_sulphate : As_ratio = AS_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : N_AS =  
          (AS_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( WRCF /100)) 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
 
fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF > 0 
calcium_nitrate : Cn_ratio = CN_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : N_CN =  
          (CN_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( CWF /( CWF_total+  
            LCF_ rate_use_m_Total)); 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
       
fertilizer_parameter :FRCf  = FRCF 
FRCF = 0 
calcium_nitrate : Cn_ratio = CN_Ratio 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
      N : Nitrogen_needed = Nitrogen_Needed 
fertilizer_parameter :CWF_total  = CWF_total 
fertilizer_parameter :LCF_ rate_use_m_total = LCF_ rate_use_m_Total 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : N_CN =  
          (CN_Ratio /100)* Nitrogen_Needed *( WRCF /100)) 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
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potassium_sulphate : Ks_ratio = KS_Ratio 
fertilizer : N_UR = N_UR 
fertilizer : N-AN = N-AN 
fertilizer : N-AS = N-AS 
fertilizer : N_CN = N_CN 
k2o: Ratio_of_ k2o = Ratio_of_ K2O 
n : Ratio_of_n = Ratio_of_N 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : K2O-KS =  
+(AT1323/100)*( N_UR + N-AN + N-AS + N_CN)*( Ratio_of_ K2O / Ratio_of_N) 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
 
potassium_chloride : Kl_ratio = KL_Ratio 
fertilizer : N_UR = N_UR 
fertilizer : N-AN = N-AN 
fertilizer : N-AS = N-AS 
fertilizer : N_CN = N_CN 
k2o: Ratio_of_ k2o = Ratio_of_ K2O 
p2o5 : Ratio_of_p2o5 = Ratio_of_P2O5 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : K2O-KL =  
          =+( KL_Ratio /100)*( N_UR + N-AN + N-AS + N_CN)* 
               ( Ratio_of_ K2O / Ratio_of_P2O5) 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
       
Phosphoric_acid : Pa_ratio = PA_Ratio 
fertilizer : N_UR = N_UR 
fertilizer : N-AN = N-AN 
fertilizer : N-AS = N-AS 
fertilizer : N_CN = N_CN 
n: Ratio_of_ n = Ratio_of_ N 
p2o5 : Ratio_of_p2o5 = Ratio_of_P2O5 
          CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE   
fertilizer : P2O5-PA =  
   +(AV1323/100)*( N_UR + N-AN + N-AS + N_CN)* 
     ( Ratio_of_P2O5/ Ratio_of_ N) 
  % ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻤﻟا ردﺎﺼﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا تاﺪﺣو/ﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻓ  
 
% ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا تاﺮﻡ دﺪﻋ بﺎﺴﺣ 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF = WRCF 
WRCF >0 
Frequency : value = Frequency 
Ferts_P_r 
fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = Frequency 
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% CLACULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT (NA, UR, AN, AS, CN, KS, KL, 
PA) 
 
fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P > 0 
fertilizer : N-NA = N-NA 
fertilizer : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
urea :  N_ percentage = N_ Perc 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : NA_Nitric_acid = (N-NA *100/ N_ Perc)/FERTS_P) 
  %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
       
fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P > 0 
fertilizer : N_UR = N_UR 
fertilizer : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
urea :  N_ percentage = N_ Perc 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : UR_Urea = (N_UR*100/ N_ Perc)/FERTS_P) 
  % ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآة  
       
fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P > 0 
fertilizer : N-AN = N-AN 
fertilizer : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
ammonium_nitrate :  N_ percentage = N_ Perc 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : AN_Ammonium_nitrate = (N-AN *100/ N_ Perc)/FERTS_P) 
 %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
       
fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P > 0 
fertilizer : N-AS = N-AS 
fertilizer : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
ammonium_sulphate :  N_ percentage = N_ Perc 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : AS_Ammonium_sulphate = (N-AS *100/ N_ Perc)/FERTS_P) 
  %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
       
fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P > 0 
fertilizer : N-CN = N-CN 
calcium_nitrate  :  N_ percentage = N_ Perc 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : CN_Calcium_nitrate  = (N-CN *100/ N_ Perc)/FERTS_P) 
 %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
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      fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P > 0 
fertilizer : K2O-KS = K2O-KS 
potassium_sulphate:  Ks_ percentage = Ks_ Perc 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF =WRCF 
Frequency : value = Frequency 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : Ks_potassium_sulphate =( K2O-KS *100/ Ks_Perc)/(Frequency * 
WRCF)) 
%ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
 
      fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P > 0 
fertilizer : K2O-KL = K2O-KL 
Kl_potassium_chloride:  Kl_ percentage = Kl_ Perc 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF =WRCF 
Frequency : value = Frequency 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : Kl_potassium_chloride =( K2O-KL *100/ Kl_Perc)/(Frequency* WRCF)) 
%ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
       
fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P > 0 
fertilizer : P2O5-PA  = P2O5-PA   
Phosphoric_acid  :  P2O5 _ percentage = P2O5_ Perc 
fertilizer_parameter : WRCF =WRCF 
Frequency : value = Frequency 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : PA_Phosphoric_acid  =( P2O5-PA *100/ P2O5_Perc)/( Frequency* 
WRCF)) 
  %ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا ﻰﻓ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ماﺮﺝﻮﻠﻴآ 
       
 
fertilizer_parameter : Ferts_P   = FERTS_P 
      FERTS_P = 0 
          CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
NA_Nitric_acid = 0 FERTILIZER ELEMENT 
fertilizer : UR_Urea = 0 
      fertilizer : AN_Ammonium_nitrate = 0 
fertilizer : AS_Ammonium_sulphate = 0 
fertilizer : CN_Calcium_nitrate  = 0 
fertilizer : Ks_potassium_sulphate = 0 
fertilizer : Kl_potassium_chloride = 0 
fertilizer : PA_Phosphoric_acid  = 0 
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% Calculate Classic Fertilization Schedule  
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا’ 
fertilizer : UR_Urea = Ur 
CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : Urea = Ur 
%Calculate Urea  
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا’ 
fertilizer : AN_Ammonium_nitrate = AN 
CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : Ammonium_nitrate = AN 
%ردﺎﺸﻥ تاﺮﺘﻥ ’ 
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا’ 
fertilizer : AS_Ammonium_sulphate = AS 
CALCULATE FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : Ammonium_sulphate = AS 
% ردﺎﺸﻥ تﺎﻔﻠﺱ’ 
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا’ 
fertilizer : CN_Calcium_nitrate = CN 
CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule :  Calcium_nitrate = CN 
% ﺮﻴﺝ تاﺮﺘﻥ’ 
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا’ 
fertilizer : PA_Phosphoric_acid = PA 
CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : Phosphoric_acid = PA 
% ﻚیرﻮﻔﺴﻓ ﺾﻣﺎﺣ 
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا’ 
fertilizer : Ks_potassium_sulphate = KS 
CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : potassium_sulphate = KS 
% مﻮﻴﺱﺎﺗﻮﺑ تﺎﻔﻠﺱ’ 
 
% Calculate Compund Fertilization Schedule  
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_N = LCF_N 
CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : Lcf_N = LCF_N 
% ﻞﺋﺎﺴﻟا ﺐآﺮﻤﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا ﺔﺒﺕر ﻦﻴﺟوﺮﺘﻴﻨﻠﻟ  
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fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_P2O5 = LCF_P2O5 
CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : Lcf_P2O5 = LCF_P2O5 
% ﺴﻟا ﺐآﺮﻤﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا ﺔﺒﺕر ﻞﺋﺎرﻮﻔﺴﻔﻠﻟ  
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_ K2O = LCF_ K2O 
CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : Lcf_K2O = LCF_ K2O 
% ﻞﺋﺎﺴﻟا ﺐآﺮﻤﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا ﺔﺒﺕر مﻮﻴﺱﺎﺕﻮﺒﻠﻟ  
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
soild_compund_fertilizer_grade: Scf_grade = Scf_Grade 
CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule : Scf_grade = Scf_Grade 
%  ﺐآﺮﻤﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا ﺔﺒﺕر ﺐﻠﺼﻟا  
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
fertilizer : N_NA = N_NA 
fertilizer : N_UR = N_UR 
fertilizer : N-AN = N-AN 
fertilizer : N-AS = N-AS 
fertilizer : N_CN = N_CN 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
          CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule: concentrate_n = (1000*( N_NA+N_UR + N-AN + N-AS + 
N_CN)/CWF) 
  %ﻦﻴﺝوﺮﺘﻴﻨﻠﻟ ﺮﺘﻠﻟا ﻰﻓ ماﺮﺠﻴﻠﻣ ىﺮﻟا ﻩﺎﻴﻣ ﻰﻓ ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟا 
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
fertilizer_schedule: concentrate_n = Concentrate_N 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_N = LCF_N 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_ K2O = LCF_ K2O 
          CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule: concentrate_K2O = Concentrate_N *( LCF_ K2O/ LCF_N) 
  %مﻮﻴﺱﺎﺗﻮﺒﻠﻟ ﺮﺘﻠﻟا ﻰﻓ ماﺮﺠﻴﻠﻣ ىﺮﻟا ﻩﺎﻴﻣ ﻰﻓ ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟا 
 
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
fertilizer_parameter : SCF_Kg_f_F= SCF_Kg_f_F   % ﻢﺠآ ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ/ﻩﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻠﻟ  
frequency.value = Frequency 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_N = LCF_N 
          CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule. Nutrient_used_N = SCF_Kg_f_F * Frequency * LCF_N *(6/7)/100) 
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% EO1323*EV1323*EJ1323*(6/7)/100) 
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
fertilizer_parameter : SCF_Kg_f_F= SCF_Kg_f_F   % ﻢﺠآ ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ/ﻩﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻠﻟ  
frequency.value = Frequency 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_P2O5 = LCF_P2O5 
          CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule. Nutrient_used_p2o5= 
                               SCF_Kg_f_F * Frequency * LCF_P2O5 *(6/7)/100) 
%EO1324*EV1324*EK1324*(6/7)/100) 
 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
fertilizer_parameter : SCF_Kg_f_F= SCF_Kg_f_F   % ﻢﺠآ ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ/ﻩﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻠﻟ  
frequency.value = Frequency 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_ K2O = LCF_ K2O 
          CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_schedule. Nutrient_used_k2o =  
                                                       SCF_Kg_f_F * Frequency * LCF_ K2O *(6/7)/100) 
%EO1330*EV1330*EL1330*(6/7)/100) 
fertilizer : Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘ 
fertilizer : N_NA = N_NA 
fertilizer : N_UR = N_UR 
fertilizer : N-AN = N-AN 
fertilizer : N-AS = N-AS 
fertilizer : N_CN = N_CN 
fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_N = LCF_N 
frequency.value = Frequency 
fertilizer_parameter : SCF_Kg_f_F= SCF_Kg_f_F   % ﻢﺠآ ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ/ﻩﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻠﻟ  
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade : Lcf_ K2O = LCF_ K2O 
          CALCULATE COMPUND FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE  
fertilizer_parameter : SCF_Kg_f_F =  
 ((((1000*(( N_NA+N_UR + N-AN + N-AS + N_CN))/ CWF)/( LCF_N *10))* CWF)/ 
Frequency)*(7/6)) 
% ((((1000*CB1323/BD1323)/(AL1323*10))*BD1323)/T1323)*(7/6)) 
% CG1330*(7/6))     ةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻠﻟ ك ﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻟا لﺪﻌﻣ   %% SCF Kg/f-F   
%CG1330= CH1323/T1323) %%LCF L/f-Fةﺪﻴﻤﺴﺘﻠﻟ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ﺮﺘﻠﻟﺎﺑ ماﺪﺨﺘﺱﻹا لﺪﻌﻣ 
% CH1323=(CF1323*BD1323)% LCF L/f-mﺎیﺮﻬﺷ ناﺪﻔﻠﻟ ﺮﺘﻠﻟﺎﺑ   ماﺪﺨﺘﺱﻹا لﺪﻌﻣ 
%% CF1323 = BX1323/(AL1323*10))%% )  ﻢﺱ مﺪﺨﺘﺴﻤﻟا ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟا3/ﺮﺘﻟ  LCF Cm3/L 
%BX=(1000*CB1323/BD1323) 
%BD=fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
%CB= =BO1323+BP1323+BQ1323+BR1323+BS1323 ناﺪﻔﻟﺎﺑ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا تﺎﺝﺎﻴﺘﺣﻻا
ك/10مﺎیا  
%AL ﻦﻴﺝوﺮﺘﻴﻥ ﻞﺋﺎﺴﻟا ﺐآﺮﻤﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا ﺔﺒﺗر  
%BX= =IF(U1323=0,0,1000*CB1323/BD1323) ﺑ ىﺮﻟا ﻩﺎﻴﻣ ﻰﻓ ﺔﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﺮﺻﺎﻨﻌﻟا ﺰﻴآﺮﺗ ﻰﻓ ماﺮﺠﻴﻠﻤﻟﺎ
ﺮﺘﻠﻟا N ... ppm . 
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%CB= =BO1323+BP1323+BQ1323+BR1323+BS1323 ناﺪﻔﻟﺎﺑ ﻪﻴﺋاﺬﻐﻟا تﺎﺝﺎﻴﺘﺣﻻا
ك/10مﺎیا  
%BD=fertilizer_parameter : CWF = CWF 
 
b) Fertilization Model Table 
 
Agriculture_service_t    table  Agriculture_service_t 
                        Input ([ soil.type]) 
                        Output([fertilizer_schedule.Pre_cult_gypsum, 
                                      fertilizer_schedule .organic_manure,  
                                      fertilizer_schedule.Pre_cult_super_ phosphate,  
                                      fertilizer_schedule.Pre_cult_potassium_sulphate,  
                                      fertilizer_schedule.Pre_cult_ammonium_sulphate ]) 
                                             See Appendix A 
         4. Inference Knowledge 
 
The design of inference knowledge consists of two main parts namely:  inference 
structure and  inference specification. The following paragraphs explain them in much 
more details.  
4.1  Inference Structure  
As shown in the following figure the inference structure includes two inference steps. 
The objective of the expand inference is to use known data to derive new ones using a set 
of relations that forms the expansion model. The goal of propose fertilization schedule is 
to get the results of the expand inference step and use the fertilization model to generate a 
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Figure 1: Inference Structure for the Fertilization Schedule 
 
4.2 Inference specification  
Names of inferences represent the role that these inferences play in solving the problem. 
Inference names are thus goal-oriented. For each role, a mapping is specified to the 
domain knowledge. For instance, static roles indicate which domain model should be 
accessed. Dynamic roles, on the other hand,  are supposed to be part of the overall 
working memory of the problem solver and are thus not directly linked to specific 
domain model. Two  inference steps from the fertilization application are given in figure 
(1) 
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Inference: expand  
    Operation-type: expansion 
    Input-roles: case description  
   Output-roles: expand case description  
   Static-roles: expansion model 
   Spec:   
(Expand plant distance: relation) 
                         (Expand case description: relation), 
( Expand variety type: relation), 
  (Expand farm type : relation), 
                         (age_f:Function) 
  (Expand plant status:relation) 
Inference: calculate nitrogen needed 
    Operation-type: computational 
    Input-roles: expand case description 
                          Irrigation schedule 
   Output-roles: nitrogen needed 
   Static-roles: expansion model 
   Spec:   
                 (N_factor_t: table) 
                 (N_ ppm_stage_t: table) 
                 (Nr_g_f_irr_f: function) 
                 (N_ppm_f: function) 
                 (N_As_f: function) 
                 (Nitrogen_needed_f: function) 
                (WRCF_f: function) 
                (FRCf_f: function) 
                (Leaching Requirement_f: function) 
                (CWF_f: function) 
                (fertilizer_concentration_t: table) 
                (Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade _t: table) 
                (LCF_ rate_use_m_f: function) 
                (LCF_ m3_L_f: function) 
 
Inference: propose fertilization schedule 
    Operation-type: computational 
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    Input-roles: nitrogen needed  
                          Irrigation schedule 
   Output-roles: fertilization schedule  
   Static-roles: fertilization model  
   Spec:   
         (CLACULATE UNIT NUTRIENT FROM DIFFERENT RESOURCE:relation) 
       (Ferts_P_r : relation) 
       (CALCULATE FERTILIZER ELEMENT : relation) 
   (CALCULATE CLASSIC FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE : relation) 
   (CALCULATE LIQUID FERTILIZATION SCHEDULE : relation) 
               (Agriculture_service_t :table) 
 
5. Task Knowledge  
The task definition describes the main goal of fertilization schedule as well as the input, 
and the output roles. The task body  describes the control over these sub-tasks.  
 
task: Fertilization schedule , 
   task-definition: 
      goal: the main goal of the fertilization is to determine the nutrient needed during 
                  cultivation.                   
      input: case-description                                
       output: fertilization schedule 
   task_body 
       type: Composite  
       sub_tasks: Propose fertilization  schedule 
       control_structure: 
Propose fertilization  schedule. 
 
 
task: Propose fertilization  schedule 
   task-definition: 
      goal: Generating an propose fertilization schedule                   
      input: case-description                                
       output: Propose fertilization schedule 
   task_body 
       type: Composite 
       sub_tasks:   Compute fertilization schedule  
       primitive_tasks: Initialize fertilization parameters 
       transfer_tasks: Display fertilization schedule 
       control_structure: 
                               (case description, expansion model -> expanded case description ),  
                                Initialize fertilization parameters,    
                                Compute nitrogen needed,     
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                                Compute propose fertilization schedule,     
                                Display fertilization schedule.    
 
task: Compute nitrogen needed 
   task-definition: 
      goal: Its compute the nitrogen needed. 
                   
      input: irrigation schedule, 
                   Expand case description 
                                
       output: nitrogen needed 
   task_body 
       primitive_tasks: Initialize fertilization parameters, 
                                    Adjustment fertilization parameters 
                                    get_range_day 
 
       control_structure: 
         Initialize fertilization parameters 
         While session.month < 13 do 
            Begin 
               While session.day < 31 do   
                Begin 
                   get_range_day, 
                   Get  dynamic irr_db(session.month,  session.range_day, Wr, Frequency, _,  
                                                     Growth_Stage)  
                   Set Water Requirement.wr_m3_f_period  =  Wr, 
                   Set Frequency.value =  Frequency,  
                    Set EtCRop. Growth stage = Growth_Stage,                     
                     (expand case description, nitrogen needed model ----Æ  
                                                                                nitrogen needed),  
                       get(N.Nr_g_f_irr(NR_g_f_irr)), 
                        N_kg = N_kg + NR_g_f_irr 
                       get(fertilizer_parameter.CWF(CWF)), 
            CWF_total  = CWF_total  + CWF 
                       get(fertilizer_parameter. LCF_rate_use_m (LCF_rate_use_m)), 
            LCF_rate_use_m_Total  = LCF_rate_use_m_Total  + LCF_rate_use_m 
                        get(fertilizer_parameter. FRCF (FRCF)), 
                        get (session.month(Month)), 
                        get (session.range_day (Range_day)), 
                        get (water_requirement.value (Wr)), 
                        get (frequency.value(Frequency)), 
                        get (EtCrop. Growth stage (Growth_Stage)), 
                       Assert_fer_db(Month,  Range_day, Wr, Frequency, Growth_Stage,  
                                               FRCF, CWF, LCF_rate_use_m, 
                                                _,_, _, _, _, _, 
                                                _, _, _, _, _, _,_, _). 
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                       Adjustment fertilization parameters.  
                End{While} 
            End{While} 
            Assert(N. N_kg (N_kg)) 
            Assert(fertilizer_parameter.CWF_total (CWF_total)) 
            Assert(fertilizer_parameter.LCF_rate_use_m_Total (LCF_rate_use_m_Total)) 
 
task: Compute propose fertilization schedule 
   task-definition: 
      goal: Its compute the propose fertilization schedule. 
                   
      input: Case description, 
                   Expand case description 
                                
       output: Propose fertilization schedule 
   task_body 
       type: Composite 
       primitive_tasks: Initialize fertilization parameters, 
                                    Adjustment fertilization parameters 
                                    get_range_day 
 
       control_structure: 
           Initialize fertilization parameters 
           While session.month < 13 do 
            Begin 
               While session.day < 31 do   
                Begin 
                   get_range_day, 
                       get fer_db(Month,  Range_day, Wr, Frequency, Growth_Stage,  
                                      FRCF, CWF, LCF_rate_use_m, 
                                      _,_, _, _, _, _, 
                                      _, _, _, _, _, _,_, _). 
                   Set (Water Requirement.wr_m3_f_period  =  Wr), 
                   Set (Frequency.value =  Frequency),  
                    Set (EtCRop. Growth stage = Growth_Stage),                     
                    Set (fertilizer_parameter.FRCf = FRCf ), 
                    Set (fertilizer_parameter.CWF = CWF ), 
                     Set(fertilizer_parameter. LCF_rate_use_m  = LCF_rate_use_m), 
         propose fertilization schedule, 
               If (get(fertilizer .Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘)) Then 
                         get (fertilization_schedule. Urea(Urea)), 
                           get (fertilization_schedule. Ammonium_nitrate(AN)), 
                      get (fertilization_schedule. Ammonium_sulphate (AS)), 
                     get (fertilization_schedule. Calcium_nitrate (CN)), 
                      get (fertilization_schedule. Phosphoric_acid (PA)), 
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                     get (fertilization_schedule. potassium_sulphate (KS)), 
      else 
                         get (fertilization_schedule. Lcf_N (LCF_N)), 
                           get (fertilization_schedule. Lcf_P2O5 (LCF_P2O5)), 
                      get (fertilization_schedule. Lcf_K2O (LCF_ K2O)), 
                     get (fertilization_schedule. concentrate_n (CN)), 
                     get (fertilization_schedule. concentrate_K2O (CK)), 
                                get (fertilizer_schedule. Nutrient_used_N(N)), 
                       get (fertilizer_schedule. Nutrient_used_p2o5 (P2O5)), 
                       get (fertilizer_schedule. Nutrient_used_k2o(K2O)), 
 
      EndIf 
                  If (get(fertilizer .Fertilizer-used  = ’ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا ‘)) Then 
          Assert_fer_db(Month,  Range_day, Wr, Frequency, Growth_Stage,  
                                       FRCF, CWF, LCF_rate_use_m, 
                                      Urea,AN, AS, CN, PA, KS, 
                                      _, _, _, _, _, _,_, _) 
     Else 
                         Assert_fer_db(Month,  Range_day, Wr, Frequency, Growth_Stage,  
                                       FRCF, CWF, LCF_rate_use_m, 
                                      _,_, _, _, _, _, 
                                      LCF_N, LCF_P2O5, LCF_ K2O, CN, CK, N, P2O5,  K2O) 
                EndIf 
                Adjustment fertilization parameters.  
                End{While} 
            End{While} 
 
 
task: Initialize fertilization parameters 
   task_body 
       type:  
        control_structure: 
             N_kg = 0, 
 CWF_total = 0, 
            LCF_rate_use_m_Total = 0, 
             session.month = 1, 
             climate.month = 1, 
             session.day = 10, 
              session. number_days_per_period =10. 
 
task: Adjustment fertilization parameters  
   task_body 
       type: Primitive Task 
        control_structure: 
             session.month = session.month + 1, 
             climate.month = climate.month + 1, 
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            If (session.day >30 ) Then         
                session.day = 10 
           Else 
              session.day = session.day +10. 
           Endif 
 
task: get_range_day 
   task_body 
       type: Primitive Task 
        control_structure: 
                       Case session.day 
                        10: session.range_day=”1-10” 
                        20: session.range_day=”11-20” 
                        30: If (session.month=1;3;5;7;8;10;12) Then 
                                     session.range_day=”21-31” 
                                    Else If (session.month=4;6;9;11) Then 
                                                 session.range_day=”21-30” 
                                                If (session.month=2) Then 
                                                    session.range_day=”21-28” 
                                                EndIf 
                                              EndIf 
                              EndIf 
 
 
task: Display fertilization schedule.  
   task_body 
       type: Primitive Task 
        control_structure: 
Get_value( fertilizer.fertilizer_used (Fertilizer_used)) 
Case Fertilizer_used 
ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا :  
            display (“ 
ﻢﺱﻮﻤﻟا ءﺎﻨﺛأ ىﺮﻟا ﻩﺎﻴﻣ لﻼﺧ ﻦﻣ تﺎﻓﺎﺿإ ىﺮﻟا ﺞﻣﺎﻥﺮﺑ   
                           ”), 






















                        ”), 
            display (“ 






مﻮی/ﺮﻬﺷ   
 
                           ”), 
ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا: 
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        display (“   
ﻪﻳدﺎﻤﺴﻟا تﺎﻓﺎﺿﻼﻟا 
 ﻩﺎﻴﻣ ﻰﻓ ﺰﻴآﺮﺘﻟا
ىﺮﻟا 













                       ”).  




N P2O5 K2O م3/ ناﺪﻓ
ﻪیﺮﻠﻟ ﻰﻓ 
ﻩﺮﺘﻓ ﻞآ   
 
                      ”).  
        display (“   
 
 ماﺮﺟﻮﻠﻴآ/ ناﺪﻓ–ةﺮﺘﻓ  ﺮﺘﻠﻟا ﻰﻓ ماﺮﺠﻴﻠﻣ LCF Grade     
 
                      ”).             
  EndCase 
 
           get list fer_schedule from Assert_fer_db  
           while(not empty list fer_schedule) 
            Begin 
                 Assert_fer_db(Month,  Range_day, Wr, Frequency,  , 
                                        Growth_Stage)  
              
                 If (  Month >1 & Previous_growth_stage \== Growth_Stage) Then 
                      Background different colour 
                      Separate table 
                 EndIf 
                 Write(Month) 
 
                 Write(Range_day) 
                 Write(Wr) 
                 Write(Frequency) 
                  Get_value( fertilizer.fertilizer_used (Fertilizer_used)) 
                  If(Fertilizer_used =”ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺗ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا”) Then 
                     Write(Irrigate) 
                  Else  
                       If(Fertilizer_used =”ﻪﺒآﺮﻣ ﻩﺪﻤﺱا”) Then 
 
                       EndIf 
 
                EndIf 
               Previous_growth_stage = Growth_Stage 
           End{while} 
 
6. User Interface 
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Transfer tasks are used to handle system transaction. Two types of transaction are 
designed  input transaction in which the user can enter his/her data into the system where 
as output transaction are used to display the result obtain from using the system.  
6.1 Input 
The input screen is shown in figure 2. It represents the plantation, soil and fertilizers data. 
It contains also the crop name, the variety name, the plantation date, the number of trees, 
the distance between width and length, the soil texture, the soil salinity, plant status, the 













Figure 3 represents the fertilization schedule  of the manual fertilizer”ﻪیﺪﻴﻠﻘﺘﻟا ﻩﺪﻤﺱﻻا”. 
Figure 4 represent the compunt fertilizer “ﻪﺒآﺮﻤﻟا ﻩﺪﻤﺱﻻا”. 
 
  
ﻪﻨیز ﻪﻋرﺰﻣ ﻪﻋرﺰﻤﻟا 
ﻮﺠﻥﺎﻣ لﻮﺼﺤﻤﻟا 
ﺖﻨآ وا ﺖﻴآ ﻒﻨﺼﻟا 
ﺚیﺪﺣ تﺎﺒﻨﻟا ﻪﻟﺎﺣ 
200 رﺎﺠﺷﻻا دﺪﻋ 
 




























مﻮی/ﺮﻬﺷ   
 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --  1-10 1 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --  11-20 1 
لﻮﺼﺤﻤﻟا: ﻮﺠﻥﺎﻣ 
ﻒﻨﺼﻟا : ﺖﻨآ وا ﺖﻴآ 
ﻪﻋارﺰﻟا ﺦیرﺎﺕ :  1-2-2002 
رﺎﺠﺷﻻا دﺪﻋ : 200 
رﺎﺠﺷﻻا ﻦﻴﺏ ﻪﻓﺎﺴﻡ :6 
فﻮﻔﺼﻟا ﻦﻴﺏ ﻪﻓﺎﺴﻡ : 3.5 
 ﻪﺏﺮﺘﻟا ماﻮﻗ : ﻪﻴﻠﻣر 
ﻪﺏﺮﺘﻟا ﻪﺣﻮﻠﻡ  : 1.5 
تﺎﺒﻨﻟا ﻪﻟﺎﺣ : ﺚیﺪﺣ 
ىﻮﻀﻌﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا : تﻮﻜﺘآ 
مﺪﺨﺘﺴﻤﻟا دﺎﻤﺴﻟا : ﺐآﺮﻣ 
 
Figure 2: The Fertilization Schedule Screen of the Input data 
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 1 13-12  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 01-1  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 02-11  5 001 -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 82-12  1 13 -- -- -- -- -- --
 3 01-1  2 32 -- -- -- -- -- --
 3 02-11  2 32 4.2 2.7 -- -- 3.0 4.2
 3 13-12  2 82 0.3 0.9 -- -- 4.0 0.3
 4 01-1  2 92 1.3 3.9 -- -- 4.0 1.3
 4 02-11  2 03 2.3 6.9 -- -- 4.0 2.3
 4 03-12  2 13 3.3 9.9 -- -- 4.0 3.3
 5 01-1  2 33 6.3 8.01 -- -- 5.0 6.3
 5 02-11  2 63 9.3 6.11 -- -- 5.0 9.3
 5 13-12  3 72 9.2 6.8 -- -- 4.0 9.2
 6 01-1  3 82 9.2 8.8 -- -- 4.0 9.2
 6 02-11  3 03 3.3 8.9 -- -- 4.0 3.3
 6 03-12  3 33 5.3 6.01 -- -- 5.0 5.3
 






 س ﻋﻀﻮى س ﻓﻮﺳﻔﺎت س ﺑﻮﺗﺎﺳﻴﻮم س ﻧﺸﺎدر
 ف/3م   آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام ﻟﻠﻔﺪان  
 04 0001 001 051
 











 اﻟﺼﻨﻒ آﻴﺖ او آﻨﺖ
 ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت ﺣﺪیﺚ
 ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر 002
 
 اﻟﻼﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﺴﻤﺎدﻳﻪ
اﻟﺘﺮآﻴﺰ ﻓﻰ ﻣﻴﺎﻩ 
 اﻟﺮى















ﻓﺪان /3م O2K 5O2P N
 ﻓﻰ ﻟﻠﺮیﻪ
    ﻓﺘﺮﻩآﻞ
     edarG FCL ﻣﻠﻴﺠﺮام ﻓﻰ اﻟﻠﺘﺮ  ﻓﺘﺮة–ﻓﺪان /آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام 
 1 01-1  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 1 02-11  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
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 1 13-12  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 01-1  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 02-11  5 001 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 82-12  1 13 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 3 01-1  2 32 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 3 02-11  2 32 61 0.5 23 051 001 9.1 3.0 4.2
 3 13-12  2 82 61 0.5 23 051 001 4.2 4.0 0.3
 4 01-1  2 92 61 0.5 23 051 001 5.2 4.0 1.3
 4 02-11  2 03 61 0.5 23 051 001 6.2 4.0 2.3
 4 03-12  2 13 61 0.5 23 051 001 6.2 4.0 3.3
 5 01-1  2 33 61 0.5 23 051 001 9.2 5.0 6.3
 5 02-11  2 63 61 0.5 23 051 001 1.3 5.0 9.3
 5 13-12  3 72 61 0.5 23 051 001 4.3 4.0 9.2
 6 01-1  3 82 61 0.5 23 051 001 5.3 4.0 9.2
 6 02-11  3 03 61 0.5 23 051 001 9.3 4.0 3.3
 6 03-12  3 33 61 0.5 23 051 001 3.4 5.0 5.3
 
 






 س ﻋﻀﻮى س ﻓﻮﺳﻔﺎت س ﺑﻮﺗﺎﺳﻴﻮم س ﻧﺸﺎدر
 ف/3م   آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام ﻟﻠﻔﺪان  
 04 0001 001 051
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Agriculture_service_t    table  Agriculture_service_t 

















  The Knowledge Depend  
on the Crop 
                        Input ([ soil.type]) 
                        Output([fertilizer_schedule.Pre_cult_gypsum, 
                                      fertilizer_schedule .organic_manure,  
                                      fertilizer_schedule.Pre_cult_super_ phosphate,  
                                      fertilizer_schedule.Pre_cult_potassium_sulphate,  
                                      fertilizer_schedule.Pre_cult_ammonium_sulphate ]) 
 
Input Output 
Soil.type Pre_cult_gypsum organic_manure Pre_cult_super_ 
phosphate 
Pre_cult_potassium_sulphate Pre_cult_ammonium_sulphate 
coarse  500 30 300 150 100 
ﻪﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ 1000 20 250 100 75 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ 1000 20 250 100 75 
 
N_factor_t    table  N_factor_t   
                                       Input ([plant.status, plant.Variety_type]) 
                                       Output([N..N_factor) 
 
Input Output 
plant.status plant.variety_type N..N_factor 
ﺚیﺪﺣ ﺮﻜﺒﻣ 60 
ﺚیﺪﺣ ﻂﺱﻮﺘﻣ 80 
ﺚیﺪﺣ ﺮﺧﺄﺘﻣ 60 
ﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏﺮ  ﺮﻜﺒﻣ 60 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ﻂﺱﻮﺘﻣ 60 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ﺮﺧﺄﺘﻣ 60 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻜﺒﻣ 60 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻂﺱﻮﺘﻣ 60 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﺧﺄﺘﻣ 60 
 
N_ ppm_stage_t    table  N_ ppm_stage_t   
                                       Input ([soil.type,plant.status, EtCrop. Growth stage]) 
                                       Output([N. N_ ppm_stage) 
 
Input Output 
Soil.type plant.status EtCrop. 
Growth stage 
N.N_ppm 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺚیﺪﺣ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 75 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺚیﺪﺣ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 0 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 50 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﻤﺜﻣﺮ  نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻢیﻮﺼﺗ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 0 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 50 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺪﻘﻋو رﺎهزا 50 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ىﺮﻤﺛ ﻮﻤﻥ 25 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ دﺎﺼﺤﻟا و ﺞﻀﻨﻟا 25 
ﻪﻔﻴﻔﺧ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ دﺎﺼﺤﻟا ﺪﻌﺑ ﺎﻣ 50 
ﻪﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ ﺚیﺪﺣ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 75 
ﻪﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ ﺚیﺪﺣ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻄﺱﻮﺘﻣ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 0 
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 05 ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺗﺼﻮیﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 05 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 05 ازهﺎر وﻋﻘﺪ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ




 52 اﻟﻨﻀﺞ و اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 05 ﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 57 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 05 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺗﺼﻮیﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ  ﻠﻪﺛﻘﻴ
 05 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 05 ازهﺎر وﻋﻘﺪ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 52 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺛﻤﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 52 اﻟﻨﻀﺞ و اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 05 ﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0
 
   t_ FCRW  elbat    t_FCRW
 )]egats htworG .porCtE ,sutats.tnalp,epyt.lios[( tupnI                                       
 )FCRW.retemarap_rezilitref[(tuptuO                                       
 
 tuptuO tupnI
 .porCtE sutats.tnalp epyt.lioS
 egats htworG
 FCRW.retemarap_rezilitref
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0  ﺱﻜﻮنﻓﺘﺮة  ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺗﺼﻮیﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 ازهﺎر وﻋﻘﺪ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺛﻤﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 اﻟﻨﻀﺞ و اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 ﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ  ﻴﻔﻪﺧﻔ
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﺣﺪیﺚ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﺣﺪیﺚ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺗﺼﻮیﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ  ﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪﻣ
 1 ازهﺎر وﻋﻘﺪ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺛﻤﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 اﻟﻨﻀﺞ و اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 ﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
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ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 0 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏﺮﻤ  ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 1 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻢیﻮﺼﺗ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 0 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 1 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺪﻘﻋو رﺎهزا 1 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ىﺮﻤﺛ ﻮﻤﻥ 1 
ﻪﻠﻴﻘﺛ ﺮﻤﺜﻣ دﺎﺼﺤﻟا و ﺞﻀﻨﻟا 1 




fertilizer_concentration_t  table  fertilizer_concentration_t 
                      Input ([plant.status, EtCrop. Growth stage]) 
                      Output([fertilizer_concentration_in_water.n,  





N  P2o5 K2o5 
ﺚیﺪﺣ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 50 6.25 25 
ﺚیﺪﺣ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 0 0 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 0 0 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 75 12.5 50 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 75 12.5 50 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 0 0 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻢیﻮﺼﺗ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 0 0 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 75 12.5 50 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 50 12.5 50 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺪﻘﻋو رﺎهزا 25 0 50 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ىﺮﻤﺛ ﻮﻤﻥ 25 0 75 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ دﺎﺼﺤﻟا و ﺞﻀﻨﻟا 25 0 75 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ دﺎﺼﺤﻟا ﺪﻌﺑ ﺎﻣ 50 6.25 25 
 
Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade _t  table  Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade_t 
                      Input ([soil.type,plant.status, EtCrop. Growth stage]) 
                      Output([Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade.Lcf_n,  
                                              Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade. Lcf_p2o5,  
                                              Liquid_compund_fertilizer_grade.Lcf_k2o, 





Lcf_N  LCF_P2o5 LCF_K2o5 Scf_grade 
ﺚیﺪﺣ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 5.0 0.625 2.5  
ﺚیﺪﺣ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 0 0 --- 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 0 0 --- 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 7.5 1.25 5.0 A1.5 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﺮﻴﻏ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 7.5 1.25 5.0 A1.5 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ نﻮﻜﺱ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 0 0 --- 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻢیﻮﺼﺗ ةﺮﺘﻓ 0 0 0 --- 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ﻢﻋاﺮﺒﻟا ﺢﺘﻔﺗ ﺔیاﺪﺑ 7.5 1.25 5.0 A1.5 
ﺮﻤﺜﻣ ىﺮﻀﺧ ﻮﻤﻥ 5.0 1.25 5.0 B1 
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 2B 0.5 0 5.2 ازهﺎر وﻋﻘﺪ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ
 3B 5.7 0 5.2 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺛﻤﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ
 3B 5.7 0 5.2 اﻟﻨﻀﺞ و اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ













 t_rezilitref_fo_oitaR  elbat    t_rezilitref_fo_oitaR
 )]egats htworG .porCtE ,sutats.tnalp,epyt.lios[( tupnI                                       
 )] o2k _fo_oitaR. o2k ,5o2p_fo_oitaR.5o2p ,n_fo_oitaR .n[(tuptuO                                       
 
 tuptuO tupnI







 1 52.0 5.1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 0 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺗﺼﻮیﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 0 0 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 52.0 1 ازهﺎر وﻋﻘﺪ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 2 52.0 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺛﻤﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 3 5.2 1 اﻟﻨﻀﺞ و اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺧﻔﻴﻔﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﺣﺪیﺚ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﺣﺪیﺚ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 0 0  ﺱﻜﻮنﻓﺘﺮة  ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 0 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺗﺼﻮیﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 0 0 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 52.0 1 ازهﺎر وﻋﻘﺪ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 2 52.0 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺛﻤﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ  ﻮﺱﻄﻪﻣﺘ
 3 5.2 1 اﻟﻨﻀﺞ و اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻣﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﺱﻄﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﺣﺪیﺚ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 0 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1  ﻀﺮىﻥﻤﻮ ﺧ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
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 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺱﻜﻮن ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 0 0 ﻓﺘﺮة ﺗﺼﻮیﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 0 0 0 ﺑﺪایﺔ ﺗﻔﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻋﻢ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 1 52.0 5.1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺧﻀﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 1 52.0 1 ازهﺎر وﻋﻘﺪ ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 2 52.0 1 ﻥﻤﻮ ﺛﻤﺮى ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
 3 5.2 1 اﻟﻨﻀﺞ و اﻟﺤﺼﺎد ﻣﺜﻤﺮ ﺛﻘﻴﻠﻪ
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.Test Cases 

























 ﻣﺎﻥﺠﻮ : اﻟﻤﺤﺼﻮل
 ﺱﻮﺑﻴﺮیﻮر : اﻟﺼﻨﻒ
 0002-1-1  : ﺕﺎریﺦ اﻟﺰراﻋﻪ
 069 : ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر
 5.3: ﻡﺴﺎﻓﻪ ﺏﻴﻦ اﻻﺷﺠﺎر
  52.1 : ﻡﺴﺎﻓﻪ ﺏﻴﻦ اﻟﺼﻔﻮف
 رﻣﻠﻴﻪ : ﻗﻮام اﻟﺘﺮﺏﻪ
 5.1 :  ﻡﻠﻮﺣﻪ اﻟﺘﺮﺏﻪ
 ﻣﺜﻤﺮ : ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت
 ﺱﺒﻠﻪ : اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﻌﻀﻮى
 ﺗﻘﻠﻴﺪى : اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪم
  ﺱﻠﻔﺎت ﺑﻮﺗﺎﺱﻴﻮم  رﺕﺒﻪ اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﺼﻠﺐ






 اﻟﻤﺰرﻋﻪ ﻣﺰرﻋﻪ اﻟﺒﺴﺘﺎن
 اﻟﻤﺤﺼﻮل ﻣﺎﻥﺠﻮ
 اﻟﺼﻨﻒ آﻴﺖ او آﻨﺖ
 ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت ﻣﺜﻤﺮ
 ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر 069
 
 






















  آﻞ ﻓﺘﺮﻩ
 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  5 001 -- 9.0 7.2 -- -- 1.0 0.2
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  1 13 -- 3.1 8.3 -- -- 2.0 8.2
 3 2 32 -- 5.2 6.7 -- -- 3.0 7.5
  2 32 2 9.4 6.41 -- -- 7.0 0.11
  2 82 2 7.3 2.11 -- -- 5.0 4.8
 4 2 92 2 9.1 6.5 -- -- 2.0 2.4
  2 03 2 0.1 1.3 -- -- 1.0 3.2
  2 13 2 3.1 9.3 -- -- 2.0 9.2
 5 2 33 2 0.0 1.0 -- -- 0.0 0.5
  2 63 2 0.0 1.0 -- -- 0.0 3.7
  3 72 3 0.0 1.0 -- -- 0.0 2.6
 6 3 82 3 -- -- -- -- -- --
  3 03 3 -- -- -- -- -- --
  3 33 3 -- -- -- -- -- --
 7 4 72 4 -- -- -- -- -- --
  4 92 4 -- -- -- -- -- --
  5 72 5 -- -- -- -- -- --
 8 4 33 4 -- -- -- -- -- --
  5 72 5 -- -- -- -- -- --
  5 82 5 -- -- -- -- -- --
 9 3 33 3 6.1 8.4 -- -- 2.0 6.3
  3 23 3 8.1 3.5 -- -- 2.0 9.3
  3 13 3 5.2 5.7 -- -- 3.0 6.5
 01 2 92 2 -- -- -- -- -- --
  2 42 2 -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 24 1 -- -- -- -- -- --
 11 1 02 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 91 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 61 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 21 1 31 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 21 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 21 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 
 





 إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻰ اﻟﺸﺘﻮﻳﺔ 
ﻣﻌﺪل اﻟﺮى س ﻋﻀﻮى س ﻓﻮﺳﻔﺎت س ﺑﻮﺗﺎﺳﻴﻮم س ﻧﺸﺎدر    
ﺳﻨﺔ/ف/3م ف/3م   آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام ﻟﻠﻔﺪان      













 آﻴﺖ او آﻨﺖ : اﻟﺼﻨﻒ
 2002-2-1  : ﺕﺎریﺦ اﻟﺰراﻋﻪ
 002 : ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر
 6: ﻡﺴﺎﻓﻪ ﺏﻴﻦ اﻻﺷﺠﺎر
 5.3 : ﻡﺴﺎﻓﻪ ﺏﻴﻦ اﻟﺼﻔﻮف
 رﻣﻠﻴﻪ : ﻗﻮام اﻟﺘﺮﺏﻪ 
 5.1 :  ﻡﻠﻮﺣﻪ اﻟﺘﺮﺏﻪ
 ﺣﺪیﺚ : ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت
 آﺘﻜﻮت : اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﻌﻀﻮى
 ﻣﺮآﺐ : اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪم
   5.1v رﺕﺒﻪ اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﺼﻠﺐ





 اﻟﻤﺰرﻋﻪ ﻣﺰرﻋﻪ زیﻨﻪ
 اﻟﻤﺤﺼﻮل ﻥﺠﻮﻣﺎ
 اﻟﺼﻨﻒ آﻴﺖ او آﻨﺖ
 ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت ﺣﺪیﺚ
 ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر 002
 
 اﻟﻼﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﺴﻤﺎدﻳﻪ

















  آﻞ ﻓﺘﺮﻩ
      ﻣﻠﻴﺠﺮام ﻓﻰ اﻟﻠﺘﺮ  ﻓﺘﺮة-ﻓﺪان /آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام 
 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  5 001 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 13 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 3 2 32 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  2 32 2 4.2 2.7 -- -- 3.0 4.2
  2 82 2 0.3 0.9 -- -- 4.0 0.3
 4 2 92 2 1.3 3.9 -- -- 4.0 1.3
  2 03 2 2.3 6.9 -- -- 4.0 2.3
  2 13 2 3.3 9.9 -- -- 4.0 3.3
 5 2 33 2 6.3 8.01 -- -- 5.0 6.3
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  2 63 2 9.3 6.11 -- -- 5.0 9.3
  3 72 3 9.2 6.8 -- -- 4.0 9.2
 6 3 82 3 9.2 8.8 -- -- 4.0 9.2
  3 03 3 3.3 8.9 -- -- 4.0 3.3
  3 33 3 5.3 6.01 -- -- 5.0 5.3
 7 4 72 4 4.1 3.4 -- -- 2.0 4.1
  4 92 4 5.1 6.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  5 72 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
 8 4 33 4 8.1 3.5 -- -- 2.0 8.1
  5 72 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  5 82 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
 9 3 33 3 7.1 2.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
  3 23 3 7.1 1.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
  3 13 3 7.1 0.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
 01 2 92 2 5.1 6.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  2 42 2 3.1 9.3 -- -- 2.0 3.1
  1 24 1 2.2 7.6 -- -- 3.0 2.2
 11 1 02 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 91 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 61 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 21 1 31 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 21 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 21 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 
 





 إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻰ اﻟﺸﺘﻮﻳﺔ 
ﻣﻌﺪل اﻟﺮى س ﻋﻀﻮى س ﻓﻮﺳﻔﺎت س ﺑﻮﺗﺎﺳﻴﻮم س ﻧﺸﺎدر    
ﺳﻨﺔ/ف/3م ف/3م   آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام ﻟﻠﻔﺪان      










 آﻴﺖ او آﻨﺖ : اﻟﺼﻨﻒ
 2002-2-1  : ﺕﺎریﺦ اﻟﺰراﻋﻪ
 002 : ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر
 6: ﻡﺴﺎﻓﻪ ﺏﻴﻦ اﻻﺷﺠﺎر
 5.3 : ﻡﺴﺎﻓﻪ ﺏﻴﻦ اﻟﺼﻔﻮف
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 رﻣﻠﻴﻪ : ﻗﻮام اﻟﺘﺮﺏﻪ 
 5.1 :  ﻡﻠﻮﺣﻪ اﻟﺘﺮﺏﻪ
 ﺣﺪیﺚ : ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت
 آﺘﻜﻮت : اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﻌﻀﻮى
 ﻣﺮآﺐ : اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪم
   5.1v رﺕﺒﻪ اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﺼﻠﺐ





 اﻟﻤﺰرﻋﻪ ﻣﺰرﻋﻪ زیﻨﻪ
 اﻟﻤﺤﺼﻮل ﻣﺎﻥﺠﻮ
 اﻟﺼﻨﻒ و آﻨﺖآﻴﺖ ا
 ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت ﺣﺪیﺚ
 ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر 002
 
 






















  آﻞ ﻓﺘﺮﻩ
 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  5 001 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 13 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 3 2 32 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  2 32 2 4.2 2.7 -- -- 3.0 4.2
  2 82 2 0.3 0.9 -- -- 4.0 0.3
 4 2 92 2 1.3 3.9 -- -- 4.0 1.3
  2 03 2 2.3 6.9 -- -- 4.0 2.3
  2 13 2 3.3 9.9 -- -- 4.0 3.3
 5 2 33 2 6.3 8.01 -- -- 5.0 6.3
  2 63 2 9.3 6.11 -- -- 5.0 9.3
  3 72 3 9.2 6.8 -- -- 4.0 9.2
 6 3 82 3 9.2 8.8 -- -- 4.0 9.2
  3 03 3 3.3 8.9 -- -- 4.0 3.3
  3 33 3 5.3 6.01 -- -- 5.0 5.3
 7 4 72 4 4.1 3.4 -- -- 2.0 4.1
  4 92 4 5.1 6.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  5 72 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
 8 4 33 4 8.1 3.5 -- -- 2.0 8.1
  5 72 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  5 82 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
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 9 3 33 3 7.1 2.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
  3 23 3 7.1 1.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
  3 13 3 7.1 0.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
 01 2 92 2 5.1 6.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  2 42 2 3.1 9.3 -- -- 2.0 3.1
  1 24 1 2.2 7.6 -- -- 3.0 2.2
 11 1 02 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 91 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 61 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 21 1 31 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 21 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 21 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 
 





 إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻰ اﻟﺸﺘﻮﻳﺔ 
ﻣﻌﺪل اﻟﺮى س ﻋﻀﻮى س ﻓﻮﺳﻔﺎت س ﺑﻮﺗﺎﺳﻴﻮم س ﻧﺸﺎدر    
ﺳﻨﺔ/ف/3م ف/3م   آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام ﻟﻠﻔﺪان      







 آﻴﺖ او آﻨﺖ : اﻟﺼﻨﻒ
 2002-2-1  : ﺕﺎریﺦ اﻟﺰراﻋﻪ
 002 : ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر
 6: ﻡﺴﺎﻓﻪ ﺏﻴﻦ اﻻﺷﺠﺎر
 5.3 : ﻡﺴﺎﻓﻪ ﺏﻴﻦ اﻟﺼﻔﻮف
 رﻣﻠﻴﻪ : ﻗﻮام اﻟﺘﺮﺏﻪ 
 5.1 :  ﻡﻠﻮﺣﻪ اﻟﺘﺮﺏﻪ
 ﺣﺪیﺚ : ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت
 آﺘﻜﻮت : اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﻌﻀﻮى
 ﻣﺮآﺐ : اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪم
   5.1v رﺕﺒﻪ اﻟﺴﻤﺎد اﻟﺼﻠﺐ
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 اﻟﻤﺰرﻋﻪ ﻣﺰرﻋﻪ زیﻨﻪ
 اﻟﻤﺤﺼﻮل ﻣﺎﻥﺠﻮ
 اﻟﺼﻨﻒ ﻨﺖآﻴﺖ او آ
 ﺣﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﻨﺒﺎت ﺣﺪیﺚ
 ﻋﺪد اﻻﺷﺠﺎر 002
 
 اﻟﻼﺿﺎﻓﺎت اﻟﺴﻤﺎدﻳﻪ

















  آﻞ ﻓﺘﺮﻩ
      ﺮﻣﻠﻴﺠﺮام ﻓﻰ اﻟﻠﺘ  ﻓﺘﺮة-ﻓﺪان /آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام 
 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  5 001 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 13 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 3 2 32 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  2 32 2 4.2 2.7 -- -- 3.0 4.2
  2 82 2 0.3 0.9 -- -- 4.0 0.3
 4 2 92 2 1.3 3.9 -- -- 4.0 1.3
  2 03 2 2.3 6.9 -- -- 4.0 2.3
  2 13 2 9.9 -- -- 4.0 3.3
 5 2 33 2 6.3 8.01 -- -- 5.0 6.3
  2 63 2 9.3 6.11 -- -- 5.0 9.3
  3 72 3 9.2 6.8 -- -- 4.0 9.2
 6 3 82 3 9.2 8.8 -- -- 4.0 9.2
  3 03 3 3.3 8.9 -- -- 4.0 3.3
  3 33 3 5.3 6.01 -- -- 5.0 5.3
 7 4 72 4 4.1 3.4 -- -- 2.0 4.1
  4 92 4 5.1 6.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  5 72 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
 8 4 33 4 8.1 3.5 -- -- 2.0 8.1
  5 72 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  5 82 5 5.1 4.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
 9 3 33 3 7.1 2.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
  3 23 3 7.1 1.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
  3 13 3 7.1 0.5 -- -- 2.0 7.1
 01 2 92 2 5.1 6.4 -- -- 2.0 5.1
  2 42 2 3.1 9.3 -- -- 2.0 3.1
  1 24 1 2.2 7.6 -- -- 3.0 2.2
 11 1 02 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 91 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 61 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 21 1 31 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 21 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
  1 21 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
 3.3
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 إﺟﻤﺎﻟﻰ اﻟﺸﺘﻮﻳﺔ 
ﻣﻌﺪل اﻟﺮى س ﻋﻀﻮى س ﻓﻮﺳﻔﺎت س ﺑﻮﺗﺎﺳﻴﻮم س ﻧﺸﺎدر    
ﺳﻨﺔ/ف/3م ف/3م   آﻴﻠﻮﺟﺮام ﻟﻠﻔﺪان      
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